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Summary*and*observations*2013:$$$$$
$
The$southern$part$of$the$Lomami$Park$Region$saw$steady$progress$for$conservation$
during$2013.$$This$is$the$bonobo$sector.$$Although$the$threat$of$bushmeat$hunting$is$
not$gone$and$we$know$that$bonobos$continue$to$be$killed$(photo$annex$I$a),$this$is$
being$decreased$through$local$support$for$conservation.$$Key$villages$have$started$
their$own$policing$of$hunters,$$our$TL2$project$team$is$stronger,$and$a$new$outreach$
initiative$is$well$underway.$$These$three$developments$are$explained$below:$
$
The$policing$of$hunters**has$started$in$two$of$our$most$“difficult”$villages,$Chombe$
Kilima$and$Oluo.$$We$interpreted$the$animosity$of$these$villages$to$two$things:$$(1)$
Of$all$the$Bangengele$villages,$these$two$had$lost$the$greatest$amount$of$their$forest$
hunting$territory$to$the$national$park;$(2)$$they$are$the$“last”$villages,$positioned$
closest$to$park$limits$and$so$are$the$takeIoff$point$for$poachers;$and$(3)$they$are$
strongly$lobbied$by$shotgun$owners$and$bushmeat$sellers$who$stand$to$profit$from$
the$bushmeat$trade.$$The$selfIpolicing$started$late$this$year$(November$and$
December)$and$took$the$form$of$confiscation$of$bushmeat$and$fines.$$It$will$be$
critical$for$us$to$try$to$support$and$encourage$this$local$initiative$in$2014.$
$
The$highest$chief$of$the$Bangengele,$Jeanne$Ulimwengu,$has$backed$us$energetically$
since$2009.$$$Her$official$coronation$this$year$(photo$annexIb)$confirms$the$
traditional$authority$she$has$had$throughout$our$project.$$More$recent$support$
comes$from$a$chief$closer$to$the$ground,$the$chef$de$groupement$Tchambi$(photo$
annexIb),$a$chief$who$was$previously$a$supporter$of$the$bushmeat$trade.$
$
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The$TL2$project$team$is$stronger.$$This$was$initiated$from$a$one$week$training$
program$on$site$in$FebruaryIMarch$of$2013.$$John$not$only$increased$the$capacity$of$
our$own$team$leaders,$he$included$three$new$Congolese$university$graduates$as$
students.$$These$three,$including$one$woman,$have$proved$very$competent$(photo$
annexIc)$both$at$fieldwork$and$camp$management.$$They$have$all$three$continued$
working$in$the$bonobo$sector$concentrating$on$bonobo$nest$inventory$and$actual$
bonobo$follows.$$We$hope$to$mentor$all$three$into$positions$of$greater$responsibility$
in$2014.$
$
Furthermore$some$longItime$workers$have$made$startling$advances,$the$most$
outstanding$is$Moise$who$worked$as$a$guard$at$our$Kindu$base,$all$the$while$taking$
courses$in$financial$management.$$He$is$now$proving$himself$to$be$a$very$competent$
accountant$and$manager$for$the$bonobo$sector.$
$
A$new$outreach$initiative$has$incorporated$several$different$elements:$$it$has$
involved$some$roadIrepair$work$supported$by$the$TL2$project$in$response$to$need$
expressed$by$the$community,$it$has$involved$community$filming$with$a$partner$NGO,$
INCEF,$and$it$will$include$a$new$effort$with$community$theater$in$2014.$$
$
All$the$developments$above$and$other$more$specific$ones$described$below$have$
been$essential$to$our$efforts$of$villageIbased$zoning.$$Zoning$the$area$around$the$
park$is$a$process$that$requires$a$shared$vision$across$different$local$groups$and$
different$authorities.$$This$vision$incorporates$a$common$understanding$of$where$
forestIresponsibility$should$rest$and$for$what$ends.$$It$must$grow$at$the$level$of$
provincial$politics,$the$level$of$the$park$agency$(ICCN)$and$the$level$of$the$villages.$
Importantly$it$must$become$a$common$understanding$between$the$three.$$The$
collaboration$this$shared$vision$requires$will$be$a$platform$on$which$community$
forest$management$occurs.$
$
 
Overall Objective or goal as stated in 2012:  The Lomami Reserve surrounding the 
new Lomami National Park is created.  The Reserve, or ‘Community Forest’ is governed 
through a Land Mangament system based on zoning developed together with the local 
population, local administration and the parks authority. 
 
This remains our overall direction and goal for 2013 and will be carried through to 2014. 
 
Progress made in 2013: 
 
Sub-objectives and the progress made on them are listed below.  Those that were more 
general and not completed are carried forward into 2014 as described in ‘2014 
objectives’. 
 
1.  Accompany the chiefs of the Mangazumbu path in their efforts to create a Community 
Forest to protect their lands from outside hunters. 
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The$development$of$community$collaboration$with$the$TL2$project$and$ICCN$moved$
beyond$Mangazumbu$faster$than$anticipated.$$We$expected$the$community$forest$
experience$to$be$a$model$whose$advantages$other$villages$would$understand$once$
they$were$in$place,$once$we$had$a$community$forest.$$Actually$other$villages$saw$the$
advantages$of$working$closely$with$our$project$as$a$way$to$protect$their$forests$from$
foreign$hunters$even$before$we$had$an$example$of$community$“ownership”$in$place.$
 
Our most recent work on the ground in November 2013 with INCEF included work along 
the Mangazumbu road and in other villages of both the Bangengele and Balanga areas 
(photo annex-d) 
 
We reassessed the area to become Community Forest (or Reserve) so that it is adjacent 
to the Park (Figure 1).  The villages participating in its management must include the 
most problematic villages that are not along the Mangazumbu path -- those that are 
entry points for hunters to the park.  Even in these villages, Chombe Kilima and Oluo, 
the chiefs and elders recognize the undermining of their resource base by outsiders.  
Recently there has been a real efforts – some quite successful – to discourage outside 
hunters. 
 
2.  Work with village leaders and the provincial forest counsel (CCPF-M) to set up the 
rules governing the Community Forest.  This has moved forward through collaboration 
with the Deputy Bashiri and initial work with the lawyer, Omari Baba.  Together they 
produced a draft document to present to the Provincial Assembly (annex 2).  We explain 
the next steps under objectives for 2014 below.  
 
3. We show good faith by undertaking a non-mechanized rehabilitation of the 
Mangazumbu path for easier bicycle and motorbike access.  Initial progress was made 
but a couple of bridges remain that certainly need further work before easy access is 
possible. 
 
4.  We completely an animal inventory in the future community forest area.  Results 
show that there has been an important reduction in numbers of bonobo outside of the 
proposed park. (annex 3).   Currently patrols regularly monitor the park and arrest 
hunters.  This is not the case outside of the park where hunting of bonobos continues. 
 
5. We use the Mangazumbu example to further a consciousness among the populations 
surrounding the park that it is necessary and possible to protect the buffer zone forest, to 
use it in a way that will preserve its basic wildlife values for future generations and that 
this can be done maintaining local control.  This happened more quickly than expected 
as explained above. 
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The 2014 objectives. 
A Reserve around the park must be created at three levels : government, parks agency 
(ICCN) and village.  Each takes a different approach, but all must be brought together. 
We plan to work at all three levels and have divided our objectives as follows: 
 
1.  at the provincial government level ; 

● work to create a legal framework for local determination and participation in 
management of Community forests.  One of the most conscientious of local 
deputies, Honorable Bushiri, has drafted a statute. It now needs to be made 
legally and environmentally correct.   

○ We will work with a local lawyer in Kindu, Omari Baba, to assure the 
legality of the statute.   

○ We will work with Deputy Bashiri to lobby other deputies 
○ We will have a public presentation of the proposed statute 

● develop a group of supporters at the provincial level that include both politicians, 
traditional authorities and conservation partners (ICCN and GIZ) 

 
The reason these provincial actions are important is that at this stage, according to 
Congolese law, land-tenure is poorly defined and thus local people are easily exploited.  
Essentially all land belongs to the central government, but contrary to this, local ethnic 
groups still consider vast portions of land as belonging to themselves. In practice this is 
recognized non-officially, but in reality when hunters or settlers encroach on the land, or 
when a politically powerful person wants a private concession, the ethnic group almost 
always loses.  
 
There is a relatively recent national policy (2002), the Forestry Code, that give the legal 
possibility for village forest concessions...but these are time limited.  These would give 
the possibility for villages to exploit the trees in their forest, but would not give an 
incentive for them to protect the wildlife in a forest for the long-term benefit of their 
children.  We want a situation where villages see a point in keeping foreign hunters out 
and also in managing their own hunting in order to assure the long-term persistence of 
animals throughout buffer zone of the Lomami National Park.  This will only happen if 
they have a long-term guarantee ownership guarantee to their forests. 
 
A better way to develop local responsibility for land will be to create a “Community 
Forest” together with the Institut Congoals pour la Conservation de la Nature (ICCN), or 
the parks agency, that hands over certain responsibility for management to a village 
council in conjunction with the ICCN.  ICCN would be responsible for enforcement.  This 
Community Forest would exist as a type of protected area. 
 
2.  at the village level 

● build collaboration between villages working with INCEF and with a theater group 
● repair a few bridges with local labor, and for bicycles and motorbikes only.  
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● work with village chiefs to reach agreement between villages for a set of rules for 
at least one community forest (Bangengle) 

● work with village chiefs and ICCN to develop a first draft for a management plan 
 
Village level buy-in is essential if we hope protect a Community Forest from outside 
hunters.  Although the government must establish its legality, the Community Forest only 
exists because of forest monitoring at the community level.  
 
We will have two initiatives underway in 2014 to build inter-village collaboration as well 
as village collaboration with the ICCN.  INCEF has village filming underway. The two big 
steps that remain are the creation of the film or films from all the footage already taken 
and then the showing of the films in the villages.  The second initiative is community 
theater.  We are working with Roger Peet who has done village-theater in the United 
States and who was a volunteer with our project in 2011.  We expect these two 
initiatives to set the scene for discussing rules and a management plan. 
 
3.  at the parks agency level 

● work with the ICCN (Parks agency) directors for the provinces of Maniema and 
Orientale to develop a policy for cooperation between the villages and ICCN.   

● assure that ICCN and villages reach agreement as to rules for the community 
forests and methods of enforcement. 

● maintain surveillance missions in the park adjacent to the community forests to 
eliminate all hunting, and surveillance within the Community Forest area to 
control for the hunting of protected species. 

 
As the permanence of the Community Forest depends on it becoming a Protected Area, 
it will be within the jurisdiction of the Parks Agency or ICCN.  It is critical that ICCN buy-
in to the plan as much as the villages.  It is absolutely essential that the village council 
and ICCN work well together and that there be checks and balances such that neither 
will be able to take advantage of the other.  The rules regulating these relations will be 
written into the management plan. 
 
Dedicated personnel :    
 
Leon Salumu worked closely with INCEF in 2013 and will continue to do so in 2014.  He 
is also the TL2 point person for all collaboration with the Provincial assembly, lawyers, 
and the ministry of the environment.  Financial management on the ground will be 
handled by Moise Bukasa and in Kinshasa by Willy Mekombo. 
A proportion of the field teams will maintain surveillance missions through the 
Community Forest area and particularly in the park adjacent to the Community Forest.  
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Funding notes :   
 
We initiate 2014 with committed funds from Woodtiger (this proposal for 80,000 USD), 
from Arcus (200,000 USD upon the writing of a report and proposal) and independent 
donors (total 20,000 USD)  
 
We have been invited to write a grant for FWS for a cooperative agreement for five 
years.  The yearly contribution to the TL2 project will be between 200,000 and 400,000. 
This proposal is due mid-January.  If our proposal is accepted, the soonest we could 
expect the funding support is in the autumn of 2014. 
 
In 2013 we had a contribution from an anonymous donor for 150,000.  We will write 
them a report and hope that that funding line can continue in 2014. 
 
We are currently completing our accounting spreadsheet for the entire fiscal year of 
2013.  It will be sent separately. 
 
Below is the summary budget for the 2014 contribution from Woodtiger Fund 
 

CATEGORY$ BUDGET$ITEM$ US$
DOLLARS$

$ $ $
Personnel$ Local$Project$personnel$ 15400$
$ Regional$project$personnel$(contribution)$ 8600$
$ $ $
Operations$ Bases$in$the$Bangegele$Bonobo$Sector$(Ngondo,$

Oluo,$Chombe$kilima$and$Katopa$(contribution)$
10000$

$ Kindu$base$(contribution)$ 2000$
$ Kinshasa$base$(contribution)$ 2000$
$ $ $
Special$Projects$ Lobby$for$legal$statute$for$Community$Forest$ 15000$
$ Support$for$INCEF$and$community$theater$ 20000$
$ $ $
Overhead$(10%)$ To$Lukuru$Foundation$ 7300$
$ $ $
TOTAL* * 80300*
$ $ $
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Figure 1.  The map below shows the original area proposed for Community Forest that 
was east of the proposed National Park (green).  The area now proposed (red) will be 
adjacent to the park.  All the Bangengele villages north and west of Mangazumbu will 
participate in the management of this area.  This would include two particularly 
problematic villages:  Oluo and Chombe Kilima, the villages most used by poachers 
entering and leaving the park. 
 

$
$
$
ANNEXES$
$
Annex$1.$$Photo$annex$

a.$Smoked$pieces$of$butchered$bonobo$
b.$Coronation$of$the$Chief$of$the$BangengeleJ$
c.$$Jeanne$is$fitted$with$a$microphone$
d.$$Saturnin$of$INCEF$
$

Annex$2.$$Draft$edict$setting$guidelines$for$the$creation$of$Protected$Areas$and$
establishing$the$outlines$of$their$management$
$
Annex$3a$and$3b.$$$Map$and$figure$showing$results$of$Bonobo$inventories.$
$
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Annex$1.$$PHOTO$ANNEX$
$

$
Smoked$pieces$of$butchered$bonobo$__November$2013$in$Chombe$
Kilima$
$

$
Coronation$of$the$chief$of$the$Bangengele,$Jeanne$Ulimwengu$
$
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$
Jeanne$is$fitted$with$a$microphone$by$INCEF$before$filming$her$work$in$
the$forest$near$Katopa.$
$

$
$
Saturnin$of$INCEF$showing$video$after$filming$in$villageI$2013$
$
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Annex$2.$$Draft$edict$defining$community$forests$and$their$management$
(first$page$only).$
$

$
$
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Annex$3a.$$Map$showing$results$for$distribution$of$bonobos$and$hunting$in$proposed$Bangengele$Community$
Forest$in$2008$and$2013$

$
$
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Annex$3b.$$Figure$showing$the$relative$abundance$of$bonobos$(nest$count)$and$of$hunting$in$the$same$
inventory$section$of$the$Bangengele$community$forest$(also$from$Bafundo$in$Balanga$area)$
$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $
$


